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The

All).

editor has defined

Religion as

of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as

"Das

im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]

life,

all

are man's conduct in so far as

must admit

hopes

It

societies.

to

be

of morality

is

it is

in

unison with the

All.

A

moral educator or
what authority dost thou jus-

religion.

be asked, "On
And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order.
Accordingly
his authority is that of religion.
If t were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
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[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

may

justly

thy precepts?"

i

Ethics is the Science of Morals; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
with the

true,

All.

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon

individual and collective.

earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.
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"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality

Truth

is

sum

the

total of all that

is.

i.

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad s^re those

e.,

which are not

in

harmony with the

All,

i.

e.,

those which retard or

prevent progress.

the conformity of cognition to reality.

is

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called Wirklichkeit in

German, derived from

tvirken, to take effect.

Reality

is

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effectiveReality therefore implies not
ness of things in their relations.
Existence
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

;

both are one.

Unknowable is therefore also
would imply the existence of an object whose ex-

idea of something absolutely

untenable

;

it

Sein
e.
existence without reality
is not manifested i.
ohne Wirklichkeit which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
istence

;

,

—

Science

is

is

is

the

economy

of thought.

(Mach.)

possible through application of the

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

is

the possession of certain truths.

[Knowledge

is,

so to say,

the present stock or capital with

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
-which Science works.
object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowledge but also to-purify the present stock of knowledge from vagueness, errors, and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over

The

nature.]
is

that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-

and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,

as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.

superstitious notions in the world, of

its

either the one or the other

mind has been one

and science.
and re-adjusted.

religion

The

is

wrong.

The

history of the

human

and reconciliation between
has repeatedly been disturbed

of constant conflict

Their relation

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

new

vista of pro-

gress for both.]
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A DREAM OF ALCHEMY.
BY GEORGE M. GOULD, M.
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widespread
almost incomprehensible error are giving

of the professional corps, the

effects of this

curious proof

Whoever knows

the long strange history of the

evolution of medicine,
tive healing-art in

—the blunderings of

mazes

of illusion

the primi-

and superstition,

and the wondrous credulitj' of mankind in other ages,
never weary of new charlatans nor tired of old mirahas just reason to marvel at the splendor of the
cles
modern science. In no field of progress had advance
been so slow
that which had really the most direct importance for man, the science of bodily health, was
the very last of all to be extricated from the hands of fools
But within one century, suddenly catchor knaves.
ing that splendid zeal of reason and research that began to thrill through the whole civilized world, Medi-

—

;

—

—

—

cine also magnificently vindicated

its

right at last to a

Perhaps

seat in the highest circle of positive science.

the dear old ^sculapian snake has not been yet able
to slough off the very last

but that

much

is onl}'

near the

patch of
tail,

its

empirical skin

and the

as possible out of sight.

tail is

Some

;

kept as

shreds of the

dead integument make little difference now that the
symbol has been able to wreathe itself about
that lofty column of Truth whose polished solidity
defies the gnawing of all follies, bigotries, or greeds.
And yet when the news of Dr. Brown-S^quard's
amazing proposal to prolong and renew human life
and health by the hypodermatic injection of a certain
animal extract was first flashed through the civilized
world, it must have seemed to most serious thinkers
that modern scientific medicine had received its worst
blow from the hand of a long-trusted defender. But,
singularly enough, no incident of our times could have
served so well to show what high things may be expected of that science in the future.
Amid the storm
of prurient curiosity aroused by the announcement, and
the voluntary or involuntary exhibitions of weakness
by medical tyros and notoriety-seekers, pandering to
such curiosity by experiment, the disciplined selfcontrol of the profession as a body remained unaffected.
It simply closed up ranks,
like a squareliving

—

front in battle

when

delusion that had

the

soldiers of science, passed

man falls
down one of

first

stricken

on

;

to fire

while the
the great

vast the possible evil results of one

man

with a great scientific repu-

an appalling degree, the
popular ignorance of the simplest facts of biology,
and reveals everywhere a latent smoldering of mediaeval
tation.

It

also shows,

superstition,

— old

to

alchemy and witchcraft so

fires of

long and deeply covered with the accumulated strata of
our new civilization, that we had almost believed

them burned

new

not

;

out.

—the

For

idea of

this

pretended discovery

is

only represents a startling

it

case of scientific atavism,

—a

retrogression or devo-

and the philosophy
almost any good history of
chemistry or mediaeval medicine, in almost any scien-

lution to the notions of the savage
of

the

alchemist.

In

—

tific

work treating

of the history

and practices

of un-

civilized superstition, not written virginibus puerisque,

—the same fantastic belief

may be found. The DiaMesne, cited in the " Cordic Dispensatory,"
of 1546,* was a very popular elixir in olden times; and
the chief ingredient of its polypharmic nonsense was
testiculi vidpis.
To this "rejuvenating principle"
was also added caudarurn scinccinvi renibtis et semine.
Some two hundred years ago the physician-in-ordinary
of an English King recommended to his royal master,
and to all Englishmen who could obtain it, a certain
"mummial quintessence," being "the flesh of a
sound young man dying a natural death about the
middle of August. " Certain superstitions connected
with savage cannibalism, and the habits of tribes who
believe that by eating the hearts or drinking the blood
of fierce animals, bravery and ferocity may be obtained,
offer familiar parallels to the delusion resurrected by
But the barbarism of that deluthe French savant.
sion is even more directly evidenced by the fact that
our own North- American Indians have long believed
in, and used, the very same " elixir " recommended
satirion of

—

—

to us

from Paris as a novelty.

They sometimes

pre-

pare a powder from dessicated glands, but more com-

monly

eat

antelope, f

raw the organs

A

friend

of freshly killed buffalo

informs

me

that,

to his

and

own

knowledge, a similar custom prevailed among otherwise sensible white people in Missouri and elsewhere

popular imagi*

nation.

how

blunder made by a

t

See Peters's " Ancient Pharmacy and Medicine,"
See Medical Netis, of Sept 7th. 1889.

p. 153.

THE OREN

i86o

—

the meat sliced, and presome twenty years ago
pared with condiments, being eaten uncooked.
No doubt, such beliefs and practices date back to
;

human

the. earliest stages of

for the novelty of the idea

!

superstition.

But now be

it

to exist in

and advanced physiological knowledge would oppose
the policy of any method of direct transmission of it
into the circulation, and demand, on the contrary, its
consignment to the natural organs of digestion and as-

Even

the surgical transfusion of blood,

milk, etc., from one organism to another,

is

now

ad-

mitted to have no other purpose or effect than the simple gaining of time for the organism to rally in cases
It supof great hemorrhage or extreme exhaustion.

an increased volume of fluid to the cardiac meor, it supplies
chanism, as a stimulus to reaction
red-corpuscles simply as oxygen- carriers, etc.; but the
whole effect is merely mechanical, temporary, unnatural. The introduced blood, for example, does not become an integral part of the organism, as some persons seem to suppose it remains for the time being a
and within a day or two every foreign
foreign body;
the
corpuscle is sorted out, broken up, and excreted,
plies

;

—

—

:

—

—

Even
haematin reappearing in the renal secretion.
your brother's blood will not be accepted by your own
the
circulation, and domesticated in your veins
;

—

haematopoietic organs of another can never fashion
blood accurately enough to suit the exquisite discrimination of the mystic Unbewussten.

Then, what egre-

gious sciolism to dream of hypodermatically injecting
a

mass of

cells

alien

serum and bruised glandular and sperm

!

Yet another absurdity remains to be considered.
Is it not the A, B, C of physiology that a cell or a secretion perfected for any special and definite end, can

So long as it acts at all, it
may act only in fulfillment of that purpose for which it
was set aside. Could a Malpighian corpuscle be replaced by a gastric follicle ? Could a sperm-cell act as
Above all, what use could a cera blood-corpuscle ?
To claim that
ebral ganglion have for a sperm -cell?
have no other function?

the physical agents of the procreative function are

capable of modifying utterly-different tissue-metamorphosis and far-removed tissue nutrition, is simply ar-

rantnonsense,

—a

any brain
Furthermore, the absolutely

tion-sequitur\\\'AX disgraces

capable of thinking

it.

treat-

economy, the Cheyenne Indian more rationally sought
" Valet ad
only the stimulation of a special function.

the secretion chosen, every fact of surgical experience

similation.

—

by his imaginary hygieno-therapeutic

observed

—

and implied recuperative power

;

to obtain

ment

proved themselves far more rational than the once
for if the result desired
great French physiologist
were possible to obtain by any use of the material
employed, their own primitive method would certainly
have larger chances of success. If we admit a surplus
of life-force

savage mind could certainly teach to the deluded scilesson in logic
for while the latter thought

entist a

So much

that in the matter of practice, the children of barbarism and the votaries of mediaeval superstition have

;

COURT.
a

generalized increase of vitality for the whole

ereciionem

multiplicat spermce,

virga,

et

desiderium

— in

which belief the alchemist
and the savage stand precisely upon the same level of
says Mesue,

cosufidi,"

error,

—a

level, nevertheless,

higher comparatively than

which M. Brown-S6quard has fallen.
But it is not even here, when we attempt to
fathom the depth of the absurdity under consideration,
that to

th^t the plummet-line of science touches bottom.
Astounding forgetfulness, or astounding ignorance,
concerning the limitations of usage of specialized cells
and tissues, is again displayed by the proposal to
employ products taken from the lower animals. Whatever may be implied by the recognition of cross-fertilization as a biological necessity,
the law of Sterility
clearly marks those everlasting barriers Nature has
raised between different orders and species in the
course of their evolution and in any event the lifeproperties of sperm cells, such as those whereof the
use, or rather abuse, has been thus insanely advocated,
if
any vitalizing results
could only communicate,
were possible, a stimulus bearing relation to those
laws fixing the durability and character of animal

—

;

—

—

On

existence.

the other hand,

if

the hj'podermatist

had not ignored Nature's omnipotent barrier, he would
necessarily have found his theory lead him into the
frank advocacy of cannibalism like our Physician-inordinary of two hundred years ago, with his "mum-

—

mial quintessence."
native suggested
fail

And

)

why should

(There is indeed a revolting alterthought shudders and words

— but

carrying the question a step further,

germ-cells be excluded

?

—Would

it

not be

rational to suppose them, rather than sperm-cells, the

lodgers

and

not both

?

?
Or why
scheme has not

carriers of high potentialities

Even

as

z.

false theory the

the apology of the simplest outlined development, of
any plausible shape; it cannot rise above the level
of folly as a hideous loathsome suggestion. But there
crimes
are follies of which the results are crimes,
such as must be excluded from the pages of even the
amplest histories, like certain maniacal vices of Roman
Emperors, and the monstrosities of Gilles de Retz.
Finally, in regard to certain results claimed to
have been obtained by dangerous and foolish experimentation, it only remains to say that any not discovered by a too-vivid imagination, are probably due
which simply
to some leucomaine in the serous fluid
means that the circulation has been stimulated by the
introduction of a poison which must be got rid of as
soon as possible.
That septicaemia is the most prob-

—

—

—

I

THE OREN
able result has been already well-proved by those poor
dupes whose credulity disgraces their degree.

COURT.
And

and

victim

yet the

first

enunciator of this

miserable delusion must himself remain an object of
There is a cruel pathos in this visible
sincere pity.

—

From

these few plain statements of fact,

what manner the true

readily be perceived in

can

it

scien-

world received the announcement of the physThe unavoidable inference was that M.
iologist.
Brown-S^quard's mental faculties had become impaired
but the respect due to his name for past services to medical science, and the respect also which
venerable years command, inculcated a policy of polite silence.
Unfortunately, however, the result of this
tific

;

senile folly

credit cast

was not to be confined
upon the profession.

to the

shameful

What

is

dis-

in itself

according to natural principle, is also in itself immoral but this folly in especial was smitten with the
germs of a two-fold immorality whereof the contagious
Passing over
effects could scarcely be over-estimated.
the sin against the animal race, which might have

false

;

crumbling-down of a wondrously-gifted brain, this
spectacle of a mind so skilled in physiological methods
and ripe in scientific research, thus damning its long
reputation by the utterance of one irredeemable weak-

Through

ness.

all

time to come the

name

of

Brown-

and the
remembrance of it will doubtless outlive the fame of
all his many contributions to that science momentarily
Of him, more than
spattered with ridicule by his fall.
of any other great figure of the scientific century, per" He that troubleth his
haps, may it yet be truly said
own house, shall inherit the wind."
But cerebral degradation alone cannot fully explain
It is not
this singular incident of moral feebleness.
easy to believe that, even at the verge of dotage, such
a mind as that of the Franco-American could so far

Sequard

will

be coupled with that

:

forget

;

—

commit

training, as to

its

fatal folly

so gross a blunder

ended heaven knows where, had the incident occurred
a few generations ago,
we remain appalled by the
faintest hint of the putrescent infamy the theory authorizes. There are possible far-reaching consequences
of such lamentable follies that can only be guessed by

from mere exhaustion. No the primal cause must be
sought in the falsity of some principle followed, or
some method pursued, during the best years of his

those conversant with the history of sexual supersti-

science,

—

tion,

and those who know how insanity catches

at sug-

gestions and justifies the most execrable fantasy.

know

Few

the depth of the stagnant vice, the nameless,

indescribable, moral rottenness, lying just out of public

sight in all great cities,

And

sicians.
in the

it

up.

—

at least, beside

phy-

— to Brown-Sequard

belongs the degradation of
Already things have been put upon

fulness of years,

stirring

—few,

yet to a physician,

which

record, in a certain class of periodicals,

the coolest blood

and imagination shrinks from an-

;

swering the query

startle

:

— " How far can this go?

—

Not

"

of

can it be said, as was aptly said
of a once fashionable medical delusion,
that "what is
new in it is not true, and what is true in it is not new.
For it contains nothing whatever that is either new or

this vile falsehood

true.

It

is

old as stupidity, wicked as superstition,

cruel as savagery
its

logic,

—

;

—

it is

false in its premises, false in

false in its conclusions

;

—and

there

saying to what extremes of shame and crime
yet lead

many

it

is

no

may

And, howcondemnanot enough that a hundred thou-

a brutal blundering mind.

ever consolatory the spectacle of

its silent

by science, it is
sand independent judges should ignore the sophistry
enough that the medical
with quiet scorn,
it is not
profession should turn away its eyes from the error of
one of its old division-generals, and calmly pursue its
duty.
The error must be now crushed by outspoken
medical opinion without pity, before further evil consequences make themselves manifest.
tion

—

—

:

And here we

career.

are obliged to consider the fact

and its parent, physical
have been yielding too long to the guidance

that both scientific medicine

of materialistic philosophy.
of

countings,

To read

of the atrocities

the stupidities of endless statistical

vivisection,

numberless post-hocs mistaken

the

for

propter-hocs, the stolid indifference to living principles

and

living facts,

is

—to read

much

of all this

and more, char-

our modern medical literature,
disheartening enough from the moral point of

acterizing

But

view.

it

of

seems

horrible blunder of the

to throw some light upon the
French physiologist. He largely

represented the willful blindness of medicine to the
to the existence of
existence of Life as a force per se,

—

the soul as a mysterious power using flesh only as an

Such materialism had its origin,
no doubt, as a scientific self-assertion of independence,
in the once necessary reaction against old dogmatisms
but the reaction itself has latterly developed into an
extreme of such hardness, that the necessity for a
second and more natural reaction grows more apparent each year. All in vain have we rudely broken our
engineer machinery.

;

—

way. Vandal-wise, into sacred silences, into those
secret temple-chambers where Life, the awful goddess
that is the ghost of us, sits, weaving about her the IsisAll in vain have we sought to
veil of Materiality.

—

another fold beneath ever appears to wrap the
a million upliftings, a million
mystery from sight

lift it,

;

curtains to conceal.
still

And

reverence the

to

within

—

!

The

yet

Infinite

human pride refuses
Weaver that works

smallest knowledge of embryology should

have revealed

to clear-sight the certain

ultimate con-
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fusion of

have

all

theories of mechanicalism

and yet we

;

medical acceptance of
and crime are due to cranial

to deplore the too-general

a fatalistic creed, that folly

asymmetry or inherited cerebral abnormalism. What
wonder if some individual egotism, hardened by the
consequence of such beliefs, should blunder at last into
some monstrous delusion, when the mind weakens
before the approach of death the delusion that infinite store of vitality could be found in a few spermcells, and that these, by slaughter and theft, could be
made to yield our veins new divine force There is, indeed, a terrible pathos in that strangest error,
that
insanest fancy that life might be renewed by some
cheating of Nature without the knowledge of Nature's
God There is a broken-hearted confession in it, that
materialism cannot satisfy man
there is a sobbing
yearning in it for knowledge of that Spirit so long
denied the Spirit and Giver of Life.
Physiology at
last makes avowal that the bodily machine cannot
run itself
Naturally, the moral wrong of that yearning for
days beyond man's allotted time, an immorality long
recognized by loftier thinkers,
has remained totally
unperceived by this poor old groper in darkness. The
practice of vivisection had long petrified the heart that
made the wish and whatever selfishness habitual
cruelty nourishes, must have grown with age. And so,
to him, life still seemed sweet for its own sake,
even
at that time of years, when those who have ever loved

—

:

!

—

!

—

;

:

—

—

;

—

Nature's divinity too deeply to

inflict

needless pain

upon the least of her dumb children, feel death's
approach only as the coming of some grateful sleep,
and welcome it with uttermost trust in that Soul of
all cosmic being, ever working for us all,
the foolish
and the wise alike, but always behind two veils that
none may draw, the Veil that shadows all beginning,
and the Veil that shadows the secret of the end, after
the weariness is forever done and the light is past.

—

THE

—

—

BASIS OF MORALITY.

BY

C.

STANILAND WAKE.

The

System of E/hics for Society and Schools vfh'ich
Mr. Austin Bierbower, the author of "The Morals of
Christ," has given

"The

to

the world, under the

title

of

Virtues and their Reasons,"*

the following observation

:

commences with
" There are some general

conditions of thought and feeling which

foundation of

all

lie

morals, and constitute what

called moral states, as kindness, love, and

at the

may

be

sympathy

all

is

"the sum

of

the virtues," and that "underlying virtue generally,
* Published by

George Sherwood & Co., Chicago,

1888.

and

appear

towards
at first

all

sight to

Kindness or love

satisfactory.

it

moral ends."

consideration will

little

tends, in its wide
These statements
be perfectly just, and yet a
show that they are far from

the chief special virtue,

itself

results,

is

defined as " the feel-

man has toward all
men, desiring their welfare and sorrowing for their
misfortune." This feeling of benevolence is perhaps
essential to the well-being of society, but does it provide an actual basis of morals ? Mr. Bierbower states
ing of benevolence which the good

Introduction that the virtues are universally

in his

recognized as duties

and, therefore, as

;

duties are

such only because they are obligatory, that which in
his system of Ethics is the sum of all virtues and underlies virtue generally, ought to possess the element
No doubt, dominated by love, "one
of obligation.
can do no wrong, since every wrong can be resolved
into some unkindness, and will tend to all good, since
every good is kind." This may furnish a sufficient
reason

why

a

olence, but

him

to

do

it

so.

man

should exercise the virtue of benev-

why

does not show

The statement

a sufficient reason in

it is

necessary for

that the virtues "

some advantage

to the

have

parties

concerned," weakens the case, as

it supplies ground
system of morals which professes to be based on love is in reality founded on
selfishness. The utilitarian principle of doing good to
others, because in the long run it will be the best for

for the objection that a

one's

may furnish

self,

a criterion of morality,

embodied

system of expediency, but without something more,
it can never, even with the aid of Mr. Herbert Spencer's "organized experience," form the basis of a
system of moral obligation.
The fact is, as stated by the eccentric Jean Jacques
Rousseau,* the first sentiment of duty comes to us,
not from what we owe to others, but from what is due
in a

Hence, the French writer teaches that
first of his rights and not of his
This doctrine, although opposed to the ideas
duties.
generally prevalent on the subject of education, is
founded on nature and is therefore strictly correct.
What is more, Rousseau shows that the idea of right
in connection with moral conduct is originally associated With property. This he illustrates by reference to
to ourselves.
a child

should be told

an incident intended to show that the idea of property
goes back naturally to the right of the first occupant of
The justness or not of this illustrathe soil by labor.
tion does not affect the argument because whether
;

the

first

property acquired was

soil or of

terms nearly synonymous, which express the feeling
with which we should regard our fellow-men." We
are told further that kindness or love

COURT.

in the

the chase, the principle

is

product of the

the same.

It

is

on the personal right that the idea of moral obligation
or duty is really based, as shown by the use of the

This is not only something proper to
but also the quality of an object or of an

term property.
one's

self,

*Emile, Vol.

I,

p. 157,
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action, which may be thus described as right or proper,
and moral conduct itself as moral propriety.
When once the notion of " property" was acquired,
it would necessarily lead to the formation of the idea
In man's primitive condition, his property
of right.
would be necessary to his self-preservation, and any
interference with it would give rise to the feeling of
not-right or wrong.
There is not here, however, any
ethical element.
A man may form the idea that it is
wrong to interfere with his rights, and )'et have no
compunction about thus dealing with those of his
neighbor.
The idea of right in relation to others can
be formed only after experience has taught that interference with the "property" of others will meet with
resistance and punishment.
We may judge that the
notion of morality in relation to such actions is really
founded on that of property rights, from the fact that
among peoples of even a comparatively high degree of
culture, nearly all crimes have a material price, the
payment of the fine fixed for the offense being conBut
sidered a sufficient satisfaction and atonement.

can the fear of retribution give rise to the idea

duty?
formed

It is

but

in relation, not to the rights of the living,

The

to those of the dead.

embodied

of

very probable that originally this idea was
superstitious fear of dis-

one of the most influential factors
in the life of the savage.
These spirits are regarded
as having certain rights, inattention to which will be
revenged. The savage who fears the anger of a spirit,
on whom he cannot retaliate, if he performs, or does
spirits is

it

right to

This feeling

the rights of other

thought

men were

come

to

members

it

;

derstand, therefore, that before actions, which are the

expression of sympathy, can become clothed with a
feeling of duty, they

Such

sanction.

peoples

must be placed under some similar

a sanction

is

in the will of the spirit

who

or clan,

found among primitive
ancestors of the family

are in fact the guardians of the oath of

who have already certain rights
own which they jealously guard. The idea

brotherhood, and

of

their

of

retribution by spirit agency thus
in the

development

becomes influential
which ulti-

of the social instincts,

mately show their activity in the active virtues of
as distinguished from

The
duties
in

its

life,

passive duties.

drawn between virtues and
and important, although Mr. Bierbower

distinction here

is

real

common

with ethical writers of the utilitarian school

I cannot do better than
have written elsewhere on the sub"There is a great difference between the perject.*
formance of certain actions because they are right, and
the abstaining from others because they are wrong.
Both may indeed arise from the existence of the same
condition of mind the love of one's neighbor and re-

necessarily confound them.

repeat the words

I

—

;

infringement of

stincts.

certain

if

it

of a

regarded as equally binding with that of nature which
imitates.
Usually, however, the engagement is
placed under the sanction of an oath and we can unis

forbidden by a competent

if this were clothed with a supermight under the influence of the
fear of retribution come to be regarded as wrong.
We cannot doubt that a feeling of impropriety in
relation to actions, such as robbery and murder, and,
in fact, with respect to any actions which affect the
general welfare at first of the family or clan, and afterwards of the tribe, were developed at an early date.
The law of retaliation would be an influential agent in
such development, but it would not be sufficient by
itself.
Probably here comes into play the sentiment
of sympathy, which originates in the sexual instinct,
but shows its activity as a social force first in the famil}'.

All the

of all

the custom of "brotherhood," which

every part of the world, and among peoples
This artificial fraternal tie
degrees of culture.
in

the exercise of a restraining power over the selfish in-

ultimately

authority, especially
stitious character,

exists

see the growth of that sentiment in the

of

has reference to the supposed

may

spirit is

In like manner,

rights of the spirit.

development

to require.

do what the

of obligation

We

at large.

i86-

It is true, moreover, that in
gard for his happiness.
one sense the abstaining from injuring others may be
for it implies
said to denote a certain state of action

not perform, a certain act,
feel

COURT.

family-group, represented (say)

by a woman and her descendants, would be bound together by the ties of sympathy, and they would show
special regard for each other's rights.
As the family•group increased, so would the range of sympathy, and
as the feeling grew in strength there would be a gradual improvement in the general conduct towards society

But

in the

ordinary sense,

that obedience to the

it is

none the

commands

less

of (for ex-

ample) the Hebrew Decalogue, which forbids interference with the rights of others, must be a state of pas-

These negative actions may therefore, as beto acquire a moral obligation, be distinguished by the name of duties ; positive actions, those
which are really performed for the benefit of others, or
rather the mental qualities from which they spring, beNo doubt, the performance of the
ing called virtues.
former class of actions is usually accompanied by a
sivity.

ing the

first

virtuous condition of mind, but this
so

while on the other hand,

;

it

is

is

not necessarily

only

in a relative

sense that the latter can be said to possess moral ob-

and therefore to be duties. The "virtues"
and are exactly covered by the term benevolence, which is a duty only because, being traceable to
an attribute of man's nature, it is indirectly affected by
the element of "propriety," which belongs essentially
The latter are founded on the
to the passive duties.
jight which all men have to the possession of what beligation,"

are active,

*

Evolution of Morality. Vol.

I.

p. 411.
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longs to them

;

while benevolence, although not actu-

founded on any such

ally

aiding

when

men

right,

its

ferring to anything pertaining to

Under

it,

by

them

to retain their possessions, or regain

using that term in

lost,

tends to confirm

widest sense as

re-

becomes instinctive. In relation to moral conduct,
agreement with the instinct thus formed becomes the
test of propriety.

or tribe would be developetl.

This

whose

common

may be

clan

described

as distinguished from

as internal or tribal morality,

This is a distinction recognized
Actions which, as among
members of the same tribe would be accounted wrong,
as infringements of recognized private rights, are usuinternal or non-tribal.

by

all

ally

primitive peoples.

regarded as harmless,

if

not praiseworthy,

when

directed against persons belonging to another tribe.
It

is

men who

evident that

consider

they think at

(if

on the matter) that they are justified in robbing or
killing members of a neighboring tribe, and yet may
not treat members of their own tribe in the same way,
They have,
cannot have a very clear idea of morality.
however, made a certain advance in moral culture
which is none the less valuable because their conduct
is governed chiefly by the principle of expediency.
How then are the feelings which have been thus gradually developed in relation to conduct to acquire the
force of moral obligation ?
If every man had an innate
faculty which approved or disapproved of particular
actions as good or bad, there would be no difficulty in
accounting for the genesis of the idea of obligation in
Asa fact, however,
relation to such actions generally.
conscience, to which that function belongs, is the product of man's intellectual development as much as any
other faculty.
Conscience is defined by Mr. Bierbower
Like common
as the "common sense of ethics."
sense, however, conscience is the product of a long

all

;

series of experiences, in

exist without them.

the sense

The origin

that

of the

it

could not

conscience

may

be explained as follows In infancy a child undergoes
a process of gradual mental development, showing it:

self at first as

periences of

an awakening consciousness to the ex-

life,

followed by certain differentiations,

the nature of which depend on that of the

phenomena

which have been influential in originating them. The
laws of moral evolution are perfectly analogous to
those which govern the development of the intellectual faculties.

The beginning

of

both

is

the simple

consciousness, which becomes resolved into conscience
in

response to external stimuli, the conscience

differ-

ing morally and intellectually only in the ideas about

which

it

is

concerned.

In either case, the teachings

of experience are appropriated by thought or reflection, the resulting ideas

fitness or unfitness,

being attended by a feeling di
its habitual activity

which through

" is

thus gradu-

of the activity of conscious-

described as an instinct of moral propriety,
tue of its function, the moral sense.

sanction conduct has been placed, a feeling of obligation in relation to actions affecting the

The " conscience

formed as the result

ally

ness in relation to certain phenomena, and

body or mind.

the influence of the lex talionis, and the fear

of retribution by the ancestral spirits under

COURT.

It

may be

conscience

is

objected that
correct,

it

if

may

this

it

or,

may be
by

vir-

view of the origin

of

give different responses

on the same subject, if presented at different times,
and therefore that it does not supply a perfect test of
right conduct.
This is, no doubt, true, and yet it is
equally true that when the conscience acts under
similar conditions, it will always give the same response. What its teaching may be in a particular case
will depend entirely on the state of the mind in rela-

The formation

tion to the subject.

ment by the

intellect

right judg-

of a

cannot be expected

if

the con-

ditions necessary for its formation are wanting,
is

exactly the

same

in

and

it

regard to the judgment of con-

science in relation to moral questions.

This consid-

eration will explain wh}' the dictates of conscience

among peoples

vary

and

of a different

in different ages.

There

is

the

degree of culture

same

differentia-

has taken place under
varying conditions, and, therefore, the ideas of moral
tion of consciousness, but

it

propriety formed in different minds also vary.

alogous state of things
taste,

is

showing that the

An

an-

observable in questions of
sesthetic

conscience

is

ca-

pable of education, in like manner as that which deals
It is owing to the intellecelement at work in conscience that its teachings
are liable to change, and that it is able to attain from
time to time to more perfect action.
The education
of the conscience depends, therefore, in great measure
on that of the judgment, and the development of the
reflective faculty will under proper conditions lead to
the recognition of truth in its moral relations no less
than in its intellectual bearings.
There is another view of moral conduct which must
not be lost sight of, as it shows the ultimate source of
Morality has two phases, the obmoral obligation.
jective and the subjective, according to whether our
conduct effects others or ourselves. Thus, actions
may be wrong (criminal) in relation to their consequences to others, and wrong (sinful*) in their effect
on the individuals performing them. They may have
the former quality without partaking of the latter.
Criminality has reference to society, while sinfulness
Thus
relates to the moral nature of the individual.
the criminality of murder and theft consists in the interference by those actions with the rights of others
their sinfulness depends on their tendency to inju-*
It is
riously affect the moral nature of the criminal.

with questions of morals.
tual

;

*

I

use this term for convenience and not

witji

any theological significance.
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only when this tendency becomes the predominant
motive for the prohibition of such actions, that they
are thought to be sinful.
At this stage the social injury assumes from the moral standpoint a secondary
place, as an accident of a depraved moral condition.
This has especial reference to sexual conduct for,
except where actual injury to another is occasioned by
it, such conduct cannot strictly be treated as wrong,
except so far as it intends to injuriously affect the
moral condition of the individual acting. The moral
wrong of such conduct is thus subjective rather than
objective, and the fact that it maj' be "sinful " without
being criminal shows that the ultimate foundation of
;

all

morality

may

be, as in fact

but towards

others,

self.

quires, however, that

man

it is,

duty, not towards

The very duty

to self re-

should strive after a perfect

This can be attained only by
which embraces
all morality, that which concerns man as such, and as
standing in a certain relation to God. The true source
of morality is indeed to be found in the being of man
life in all its relations.

'the observance of the true law of love,

as part of the universal whole of nature, although his
relationship to

mankind

members

animal kingdom, gives rise to special
distinction pointed out between the

of the

obligations.

two classes

at

large, as well

as to the

The

and the passive, is
purely objective.
Subjectively they have a common
basis in the nature of man. and therefore they must
be both traced to the Universal existence of which
every man forms part. The soul, that which displays
its activity in consciousness, is derived from God himself, not as having been made in his image, but as the
•evolutional product of his essence.
The development
of virtues, the active

of the soul's faculties, therefore,

conscience

human

may

is

Viewed

the divine nature in man.

the unfolding of
in this light,

be described as the expression

soul of the divine consciousness,

comes revealed

the

in the

which be-

as an instinct of moral propriety, as

the soul's experiences on the earthly plane are enlarged,

and the

intellectual faculties

become perfected

in their operation.

MAN

AS A MICROCOSM.*

COURT.
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which the highest types in their development did not
even approximately touch and that the higher vertebrates, although showing in the first genetic stages indubitable similarities to the ultimate forms assumed by
lower vertebrates, merely presented points of general
agreement and did not exhibit the characteristic marks
;

of the separate species

:

they simply recapitulated the

general forms of the divisions ranking below them

and when they
of organization

finally arrived at

;

the highest point

attainable in their proper class, the

class, order, family, genus,

and species

which they

to

belonged, would be successively revealed, inasmuch

development naturally proceeded from the more
According to
this theory, man, in development, does not pass through
the forms of a// the animal classes, but only through
those of one single branch of the entire animal kingdom that, early separating from the numerous other
branches of the tree of life, had risen to an especially
lofty height, called by us the vertebrate branch.
as the

general to the more particular form.

With

the recognition of these investigations the

theory had to

fall

that

made

the entire animal king-

dom a product of a general plan of development havOther series of
ing man for its original prototype.
showing in structure no marked resemblance
whatever to the vertebrates, as the articulates, the mollusks and the echinoderms, have also attained a luxuriant development and in part even more multiform
than that of the vertebrate kindred of man and yet
they never saw a similar hyperzooic form issue from
The highest forms in all of these
out their midst.
spheres of life repeat, in their development, the history
of their race just as man in his development repeats
types,

;

the history of his.

The

principle, recentl)' formulated

by Hseckel, which underlies the development of all
life, that the descendants of every race must briefly
recapitulate in development the history of their race,
But it is selfhas shown itself to prevail universally.
evident that each descendant can only reveal what in
and in the
its own ancestors it has itself experienced
early development of the human t)'pe neither does the
shell-fish, nor the beetle, nor the star-fish, nor even
no
the kindred tortoise, nor the bird, play any part
more than the forms of vertebrate development appear
in the larval stages of the other divisions of the animal
;

;

EV CARUS STERNE.

The advocates

gations went to prove that the hypothesis of a single

of the theory before set
choose to support their favorite doctrine by further endeavoring to establish a universal
interdependence of all the branches of the tree of life,
the}' may still insist upon the growth of all from a

gradation of living creatures ascending from the lowest

common

It

was

chief!}'

the merit and outcome of Carl Ernst

Baer's incomparable researches in the

field of

evolu-

tionary science that demonstrated the untenableness of

the microcosmic phantasies discussed.

animal classes

many
*

was an uton the contrary, there were

to the highest

terly erroneous idea

;

that,

human

Baer's investi-

types,

great classes of animals, the structural forms of

Translated from the German by

flKpK.

kingdom.
forth,

may

still

root,

and may appeal

to the fact that the

early stages of animal evolution, even in the

most het-

erogeneous types, all resemble each other. Nevertheless, the comprehensive investigations of comparative
embryology necessitate abandoning this anthropocen-
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trie

idea which

inal cause of

makes man the

central point and orig-

animated creation

— and

thus the true

microcosm.

COURT.

we may trace the history of vertebrate creation, when
we consider that, even in the remotest periods known
to us,

But we have made another and no
scientific acquisition in the teachings of

less valuable

Darwin.

We

far

admitting the possibilities of egoistic illusion,

surpassed

all

belong to

certain of the location of this link as to think

since the rise of our ancestors

;

it

right

speak of anthropoid marks in apes and
of pithecoid marks in men.
It matters not whether we choose to regard man as
the primitive aim of creation, ever kept in sight, or as
an unexpected lucky hit of the evolutionary process.
From the day we became conscious of our connection
with the rest of animated nature, ever since we perceived that one bond of unity enveloped the entire
organic world, and that the same life pulsed in all its
forms, at times so strangely different the study of nature has acquired an infinitely augmented interest for
us. And with the same sympathy with which we trace
the fortunes of our national ancestors to the remotest
periods of the past, with the same interest do we now
cast our glance into the epochs of the prehistoric world
in which, indeed, no being in our own likeness appeared, but where our own ancestral stock, our own
flesh and blood, struggled onward to a higher destiny.
To be sure, in the confused swarm of life that rises
before the mind's eye, we can no more determine with
certaint)' the true line of our descent, than can the
Habsburger or the Hohenzoller trace amid the confusion of migrating nations the line of his ancestry.
But it is a source of satisfaction to feel and to know
that then and there we struggled in the very vortex of
the everlasting strife.
At the period when no form
of vertebrate life existed except the fish, our coldblooded ancestors were swimming the ocean in the
age of carboniferous forests, or shortly before, our
forefathers first gained their feet they valiantly contended for existence, perhaps, in the days of the salamander or suffered, in the shape of small and timorous
creatures, under the tyranny of their great, ungentle
cousins, the giant reptiles of the secondary period
finally to master and outlive them.
When we glance, to-day, over the great course of
development through which, from the dawn of time.

and proper

to

;

;

;

;

;

becomes inevitable, that our race must
those which extend farthest back in the
Marvelous perspective, that, which
life.

the conviction

have again approached that old-time circle of ideas,
in having gradually become convinced that man, the
crown of creation, is in reality a blood relation of animals, that he proceeded from among them and raised
himself far above them by virtue of his own superior
powers.
It cost many a hard struggle with prejudice
in every phase, before this doctrine found general recognition but nowadays it scarcely meets with serious objection from well-informed people. Even Virchow no longer hesitates to admit that the link connecting man with other vertebrate animals must be
sought somewhere and he has recently become so
;

it

other orders in point of organization

history of

back our own individual life to the beginning
For it is the mark preeminent of life that
knows no break in continuity one living form
it
reaches the lamp to another and where the light goes
out, the chain is broken, and no power on earth can
carries

of all life

!

;

again unite
line of life

In this conviction, that every single

it.

must have

its

roots in the lowest depths,

our warranty that this same

lies

our veins,
eternity,

is

a

wave

life,

and has never ceased

to the first births of the

The very

to-day pulsing in

that swells from the

world

in its

sea

of

onward march

who probably belonged
in general.

primitive forms of

life,

among which we
knew a nat-

too must, seek our actual ancestors, never

They divided

into two individuals, as
do even to-day, and these latter
Their life was an
again divided into two, and so on.
unceasing rejuvenescence and multiplication, wherein
ural death.

some

of their kind

no participant could pretend to a greater age than anwhere forefather and descendant could in no

other,

distinguished. For them immortality was and
Death came into the world
an incontestible fact.
as a necessary evil, the necessary accompaniment of
complex physical structure and waste of bodily tissue

way be
is

;

yet,

given Death, the thread of

life

among

their

more

highly organized descendants in our ancestral line

could nowhere have suffered the slightest break in
continuity, for otherwise we ourselves would not exist.

Despite the never-ceasing struggles in every region,
high and low of the globe, the spark that was ignited
Yes, we have lived
aeons ago still glimmers in us.
through all and suffered all that has been decreed the

We

earth since the Beginning.
the whole elevation of the

human

have participated in
race from primitive

and insignificant beginnings to the height now attained
we were parties to every struggle by land and sea, and
the fact of our existence alone testifies to the antiquity
How might the remaining
of our patent of nobility.
classes of animals been able to compete with such
antecedents
the zoophytes (plant-animals), for instance, who never forsook the water, or the echinodernis, who never left the sea, or the mollusks, of which
a small division came upon the land, and not then
;

;

until in the tertiary period

!

If

we may

infer the dis-

tance traversed from the height attained, the race from
which human beings are sprung has traveled the
'

longest road of

any other

all

;

it

has been subjected more than>

to participation in the

uncounted transfer-
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mations that have taken place upon the surface of the
earth, in fact, it is very likely a product of these varied
changes, and in a higher sense, therefore, a creation

—

a true microcosm.
Thereare important consequences that immediately

of universality,

come

mind the moment we thus regard the

to

How

may

eternity

unending life have, as we
say, hung by a thread, and yet been spun on despite
all dearth and pain
hunger and love, those dark and
mighty instincts, ever winning the victory anew. It
daily comes to pass that Fate prematurely severs a
thread of life that has been spun from eternity, or
that a man lays violent hands upon himself, or obstinately refuses to reach the lamp onward, thereby nullifying the work of thousands of years.
The disappearance, without issue, of a renowned dynasty, or a line
oi nobility, whose name perhaps can be traced back
through scarcely a dozen generations, is lamented with
many expressions of grief, but it occurs to no one that
with every childless man a line of life terminates which
in like manner may unquestionably be traced to the beginning of time.
Consider for a moment that every
person has two ancestors in the first preceding generation, in the second four, in the third eight so that
if we say there are three generations to a century, and
count from the beginning of our era only, we will find
that a man living to- day may have had more than one
hundred and ninety billion ancestors, all of whom
have been frustrated should this descendant of theirs,
whether male or female, remain unmarried or meet an
of life.

often

this

;

;

early death.

It

follows that the state of celibacy

is

attended with serious considerations, and everybody
that has not grave reasons for so doing, should well
consider whether

work

tionally the

for his ancestors,

it

be not unjust to interrupt intenNot through any regard

of aeons.

whom

ingratitude,

tude, could not affect, but for his

end that

may

own

his

it

this 6e ingrati-

own sake and

to the

which has undergone so much,

race,

take part in the future, that he

exist in

if

and continue

may

continue to

work

to contribute to the

of

nature.
It is true,

may

not

and

in the

replaced.
restrial

nature herself in her limitless prolificacy

demand

this

;

hundreds perish

next, perhaps, the loss

But

withal,

how

is

in

one year,

a thousand-fold

often in the course of ter-

existence have great and proud races

extinct to the very last

How many

member, never

to

kindred animal races has not

become

be replaced

man

!

himself

which not a few have been exterminated
by his own hand or soon will be exterminated Let us
ask how many beasts of the chase and the jungle will
yet live some thousands of years hence, if the work of
outlived, of

!

extermination continues at the same pace as heretofore

!

Thus does man, who not only has

greatest periods, but in

whom
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development rests, gradually draw to himself the exclusive dominance and the total heritage of his line the
animal that will not serve him, that will not submit
to his dominion, must give way to him.
May he
ever remain mindful of the teachings and the obligations which this uninterrupted and ever progressive
line of development has imposed upon him, may he
not refuse to listen to the warning therein contained,
to strive after perfection in soul and character, and to
;

regard himself in every aspect as a stage of transition
to
for

something higher
it

is

!

Nor

shall

he forget his origin,

him modesty and

calculated to infuse in

self-

animate him with hopes for the future.
In closing let us glance at the connecting links by
which the separate parts of the chain, ever separated
of course, were bound togetherThe wonderful perfection of the forms of life, so
infinitely slow in process, and therefore hardly noticeable in each particular period, would be scarcely conceivable, if a rejuvenescence of life did not take place
at every stage of development.
By the sexual process
it is reconducted to its simplest form, brought back to
the state with which it appears all life began
a dimrespect,

and

to

—

Thus

inutive particle of protoplasm.
are ultimately incorporated
fections of the stage of
all

the secrets of

life.

the attributes and per-

all

life

in this particle

attained

When

;

a race

in

it

are latent

becomes

totally

protoplasm has ceased to rejuvenate itself.
In this protoplasm lies, too, the great
mystery of evolution, and the old physiologists accordingly attributed to it a distinct germinal soul which
was far superior to the ordinary human soul, and whose
function was to guide and inspire the entire developextinct, a definite kind of

ment with untiring

foresight.

The

later physiologists

seek this guiding principle in a sort of
ing matter,* which

is

supposed

memory

of liv-

germ

to enable the

pass through essentially the same development,
a short space of time, that its ancestors

during uncounted generations.

to
in

underwent

The germinal

soul,

according to this theory, consisted simply of the power
to recapitulate, in a short space of time, the old de-

velopment extending over great periods
ulty manifested

its

quite unconsciously perform

become easy

to us

;

and

this fac-

activity unconsciously, just as
all

we

those acts which have

through repeated practice,

for ex-

ample, the different movements made in speaking,
Indeed, upon
singing, writing, dancing, and so on.
close examination, it is possible that consciousness re-

merely as a syn -phenomenon of psj'chic activso that the idea of a germinal soul without consciousness does not involve any contradictio in adjecto.
Yet in the measure that this development, ab ovo, was
repeated in each individual from the beginning, the
sults

ities,

outlived the
Ewald Hering "Upon Memory as a General Function
The Open Court, Nos. 6 and 7.
:

the future of

all

higher

Matter," in

of

Organized

1
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same could impress itself with
more permanency for at
stage there was only a little bit more to
Thus the memory of the diminutive germ

fteneral course of the

the less difficulty and the

each further
be learned.
needed not

to

;

be overburdened, for a thousand fold

repetition aided in assimilating the prodigious acquisitions of to-day,

voted to

By

and an

infinite

space

of

time was de-

we

graphic method of viewing the matter

are at least enabled to presage the solution of that

problem which, to the philosophers of former ages,
appeared the most important of all namely, how the
young life-germ can re-develop to that height of organization attained by the parents, while losing noth;

And

ing of the wealth acquired.
is

point out in the

as this wealth in

man

greater than in any other living creature, so, too,

the

abundance

of transformation in his life,

first

movement

of life in

the

germ

is

from the

to the last breath

drawn, greater than anywhere else. The lower instincts of the animals, from among whom he has issued, meet in him with the presage of a higher existence, and the fancy of the ancients was right in calling him a microcosm.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTENTION.*

mechanism

spontaneous attention,

of

are therein clearl)' enumerated

namely

;

:

— the augmen-

tation of nervous influx in consequence of the impres-

sion

;

its partial

conduction toward the muscles

action of these muscles in order

"to strengthen."

Incidentally

psychology and not that

;

the

"to support" and

we may remark,

Descartes's method of treatment
ical

it.

this

COURT.

is

that

that of physiolog-

of spiritualistic psychol-

ogy, which quite improperly lays claim to him.

Surprise, and in a higher degree astonishment, is a
shock produced by that which is new and unexpected;
as if, for example, a person who travels little and whom
I
believe to be at home, some five or six hundred
miles away, suddenly enters my room.
From the mental standpoint, there is little to be
said of it.
It belongs to the group of Emotions, and
in its strong form, it is a commotion. Properly speaking, it is not so much a state, as an intermediate condition between two states, an abrupt rupture, a gap,
an hiatus.
At the moment of the shock the previous polyideism abruptly ends, because the new state
rushes in, like a giant, into the struggle for life going
on among the states of consciousness. By degrees the
new state finds its place, is put into connection with
others, and equilibrium tends to be re-established but
surprise having passed away, the state that follows
it is attention,
that is, an adjusted monoideism
The inadaptation having had time to take place.
tellectual element regains the upper hand over the
emotional element.
It is highly probable, that in the
state of surprise we have imperfect knowledge because
we have too much sensation.
From the physical side the symptoms are an exaggeration of spontaneous attention. "Attention," as
we have seen, "is shown by the eyebrows being
;

BY TH. RIEOT.

SPONTANEOUS ATTENTION.

The

astonishment is spontaneous
words with reference to it
are now in order.
Although of frequent occurence in
every-day life, it has been forgotten by psychology. I
find, however, in the Traite des passions of Descartes
(Part II, Art. 70) the following definition " Admiration
state of surprise or

attention

augmented

;

a few

:

is

a sudden surprise of the soul, which causes

sider with attention those objects that to

it

it

to

con-

appear un-

frequent and extraordinary.

Thus, in the first place,
it is caused by the impression in our brain representing the object as rare, and consequently as worthy of
exceptional consideration and in the second place by
the movement of our thoughts, which by virtue of that
impression are disposed to tend with great force toward the locality of the brain in which the impression
;

rests, in

order to strengthen and preserve

it

there

;

as

they are also disposed, through that impression, to pass

from thence into the muscles that serve to maintain
the sensory organs in the same position in which they
are, in order that, if originally formed by the organs of
sense, the impression may be further prolonged by their
support. " It will repay us, well to ponder this passage.
If we carefully peruse it, we shall find that due allowance being made for slight differences of language,
nearly all the elements which we have endeavored to
Translation, by yv^v, copyrighted under the

title

"The Psychology

of

slightly raised
prise,

;

and as

this

they are raised to a

state increases into sur-

much

greater extent, with

mouth widely open
The degree
which the eyes and mouth are opened corresponds

the eyes and
to

This raising of the
an instinctive act because it is also met
with in individuals born blind it allows the eyes to
As to the opening of the
be opened very rapidly.
mouth, it permits a vigorous and deep inspiration, which
we are always wont to make before any great effort.
We have said, that surprise is spontaneous attenI believe that this assertion is pertion augmented.
fectly allowable. This state best exemplifies the emotional causes of spontaneous attention for, from the
latter there is an insensible gradation to surprise, to
astonishment, to stupefaction, and finally to fright and
to terror, which are emotional states of a very high
with the degree of surprise felt."*

eye-brows

is

;

:

;

degree of intensity.
*

Darwin "The Expression of the Emotion" (Chap.
movements is discussed there.

origin of these diverse

XII),

The probable
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Brought back now

we

started,

which we

the point from

to

are thus able to see, that the origin of

attention is verj' humble, and that its primitive forms
have actually been bound up with the most exacting
conditions of animal life.
Attention, from the first,
had but a biological value. The habit of psychologists
to restrict themselves to voluntary attention and even

then to

We

its

higher manifestations, concealed

may assert " a priori " that if

attention

its

origin.

is

caused

which in their turn are caused by
tendencies, needs, and appetites, it is in its last analysis inseparably bound up with that which lies deepby emotional

states,

est in the individual

A

—the instinct of self-preservation.

rapid examination of the facts will enable us

better to see that the

power

of being attentive in the

has been an advantage of the foremost
or^er but we must leave man and descend lower still
indeed, very low in the scale of animal life.
I leave
struggle for

life

;

COURT.
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the forms of attention, from the lowest

to the highest, there is unity of composition.

And

besides,

attention loses

among

the highest-class animals even,

limited and material character.

its

The

great majority of animal species are enclosed within

the narrow circle of feeding, propagating, sleeping
their entire

in this

activity

;

The most

expended.

is

have a superfluous activity, which is exform of play a manifestation which is
so important, that several authors have made play the
original source of art.
To this need of luxury there
also corresponds an attention for luxury.
Dogs, that
their masters amuse in a certain manner, become atintelligent

pended

—

in the

when they see the latter making preparations
same game and a close observer of children,
Sikorski, has shown that their activity and attention

tentive

for the

;

are mainly developed through play.*

—

CORRESPONDENCE.

aside completely the rudimentary forms of psychic

which only too

life,

easily afford a pretext for con-

jectures and aberrations.

TAXATION AND PRODUCTION.

In order that attention can

be evoked, a few developed senses at least will be re-

few clear perceptions, and a competent motor
apparatus.
Riccardi, in his previously mentioned
work, finds the first clear expression of attention in
Arthropoda.

With

quisite, a

Any animal so organized
external world were

all

that the impressions of the

of equal significance to

it,

in

whose consciousness all impressions stood upon the
same level, without any single one predominating or
inducing an appropriate motory adaptation

own

ceedingly ill-equipped for

its

extreme
nance and adaptation would
sions
for an animal thus
being an illogical organism

case, in

shall overlook the

;

tradiction.

The

— were ex-

preservation.

I

which predomi-

favor detrimental impresconstituted must perish,

The Open Court

To the Editor of

your permission

few questions.

He

writes,

:

would like to ask " Wheelbarrow " a
" Without the right or hope of owner-

I

is no stimulus to production."
This is perfectly true,
ownership in what ? Tn tlie instrument of production, or in the
article produced?
That it is the latter, the fact that a large part

ship there
but,

of the production of the country

proves.

And

thus

is true,

comes from leased

lands,

amply

not of one form of production, but of

all

manufacture, and exchange, experience
shows that security in the ownership of the product is the only
stimulus needed for production.
agriculture,

in

He

mining,

further says,

"Where

individual reward

is

denied, indi-

vidual exertion ceases."

We

more eloquent indictment

of the present state of affairs.

when

cannot frame a more adequate or

the tax-gatherer calls and says,

cause you have been industrious and

To-day

"Mr. Wheelbarrow,

Mr

Bicycle

be-

your taxes

idle,

— a kind of incorporate con-

are heavy and his light," does he not deny you a portion of your

the predom-

But the tax-gatherer of to-day goes further, he says, "Because
you, Mr. Wheelbarrow have been thrifty, prudent, and saving, and
Mr. Bicycle wasteful and extravagant, because you have married
and given hostages to fortune,' and he has lightly shunned such
cares, because you have employed carpenter, bricklayer, and ma-

usual case remains,

inance of useful sensations, that

is,

viz.

:

of those

connected

with nutrition, self-defence, and the propagation of the

individual reward and thereby lessen your incentive to exertion

?

'

The impressions of prey to be caught, of an
be avoided, and from time to time, of a female
to be fecundated, become settled in the consciousspecies.

enemy

to

ness of the animal with
Attention, thus,

is

movements.
and dependent

their adapted

at the

service of

upon necessities always connected with the sense
most perfectly developed, the sense of touch, of sight,

and builded yourself a house, while he has made no use of
it idle and open, an eye-sore and
gathering-place for garbage and cats, for all these reasons you
shall be mulcted and he exempt."
Would it be no better to say, henceforth, if a man desires to
son,

his lot of equal value, but kept

;

of

hearing,

Here

of

smelling,

according to the species.

is seen in all its simplicity, and here it
most instruction. It was necessary to descend to these rudimentary forms, in order to grasp
the reason of its power
attention is a condition of
life
and it will preserve this identical character in its

attention

affords the

:

—

;

higher forms, where, ceasing to be a factor of adaptation in a purely physical

we

environment

it

becomes, as

shall see, a factor of adaptation in the social envi-

erect a building,

we

will

not fine

him

taxation of personal property has at

all

duced more perjury than revenue, we
ing
all
is

men

for

it ?

To

times and in
will

say, since the
all

places pro-

no longer attempt tax-

for thrift, energy, industry, or enterprise, but will abolish

taxes save one on the rental value of the bare land

?

For

this

the only tax which can be collected without denying to the in-

dividual

some portion

of his due reward.

It is

the only tax that

can be collected without confiscating from the individual something that is justly his.
It is the one tax that conforms to all the

canons of taxation,

for

it

does not prevent production.

upon the products of labor
*

Revue

do.

Pliilosopliiiiue. April, 1885.

It

All taxes

can be more easily and cheaply
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collected than any other form of taxation, while tariff taxes, for

many

take from consumers

instance,

yield the government.

man would pay

bears equally on

It

community

to the

lam
is

grievously mistaken in

anything he

— the single-tax.

less,

it

IN

To

the Editor

table Life," in a recent

also

illustration

bought land about the time of

my

disastrous

of them, possibly with a foresight as to the character of

have.

thousand a year.

other neighbor,

who

held the third corner, bought

Both

rise.

provements that were required
2,

The Open Court,

the author

As
he suggests that a child does not inherit the power

my

it

as a

neighbors as well as myself

for the use of the public

— but neigh-

being a fortunate physician as well as the owner of a

Plainly the child has a power the father did not

seems to me that if a child could speak under such
conditions, it would clearly be a case of non-inheritance,
A new-born infant makes an audible cry without having heard

Then

paid the usual taxes besides the whole cost of expensive street im-

bor No.

of

produce articulate language.
It seems to me that the author does not take a correct view ot
The child inherits the ability to produce articulate
language with the aid of example and instruction. His father had
this power and his children will possess it also, viz. : the ability
to do a certain thing having given certain conditions.
Suppose for a moment that the child could speak without instruction, and let us compare the cases.
The father could speak
with the aid of instruction.
The child can speak without the aid
of instruction.

safe investment for a

number

the question.

corner-grocery and has to-day a large stock and a business worth

My

:

to

:

the population that gradually occupied the vicinity, established a

at least five

The Open Court

of

In the article entitled "Retrogression in Animal and Vege-

an

adventure

One

Conant.

expresses the opinion that acquired traits are not inheritable.

Atkinson.

J.

THE SINGLE-TAX.

The Open Court

who

T. G.

RETROGRESSION AND NATURAL SELECTION.

"Wheelbarrow," if in all this
and I count confidently on his
reign of coinmon sense in taxaYours respectfully,

I MUST beg the indulgence of your readers again in presenting
some more illustrations drawn from actual life, and which seem to
me to be representative cases. They are from the experiences of

neighbors

St. Louis.

.

NO JUSTICE

my

the end tolerate no other system.

each

nothing more.

W.

To the Editor of

under

will object to,

assistance in bringing about the
tion,

for

all,

portion to his gains, and the moral sense of the community will in

in taxes the market value ot the

natural opportunity he uses, nothing

there

sum they

times over the

COURT.
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a similar one, but the cases are not analogous.
ability

to

The

infant has the

and hunger or pain is the condition under which
was developed. Hence the ability plus the condition

cry.

that ability

valuable copyright, had an income of about twenty thousand a year

result in the cry.

and could stand it. After holding his property over twenty years
he was glad to sell out this summer at a loss of taxes and interest
for the whole term.
The increase in population was of such a
character that it deteriorated his property, although it built up
the grocer's trade. Neither of those corner-lots are worth as much
to-day as they were twenty years ago.
And by the way there is a
good deal of buncombe about this " unearned increment."
The average annual advance in value of unimproved real
estate in the whole country will not equal two per cent, net on the

Again the author speaks of the reverse of the principle of natmeans of accounting for retrogression.
me use his own illustration to prove the contrary. The
ancestry of the Isopods had hard shells developed in accordance
with the principle of natural selection.
But when the Isopod becomes a parasite a hard shell is no longer to his advantage
It
would prevent his assimilating the necessary nourishment from
the internal tissues of his host Possibly it might produce discomfort, disease, or death of the host.
That being the case the soft
bodied crustacean parasites will be most likely to exist, and transmit their characteristics to their offspring.

—

investment.

Now

if I

understand the single-tax theory rightly, the

and myself should pay equal taxes, as the land
improvements is of equal value.
Moreover, according
the theory of some of the disciples of Mr. George, as we are in

doctor, the grocer,

ural selection as the

Let

:

:

Again for an internal parasite

aside from
to

possession of this land thereby preventing

from occupying
for the

it,

common
we

injustice

we should pay

all

the rest of the world

the whole cost of

improvements

use of the public as a sort of equalization for the

Of course, the grocer
him of all taxes on

lieves

The

his stock,

doctor

and does not depend on

pleased with the single-tax, for

is

is

and

indifferent,

for his

it

re-

more to him
income is ample

his stock

is

his possession of a single foot of

ground

but the occupant of the land, whether he be rich or poor, daylaborer or professional, mine owner, or small farmer, grubbing his
living out of the soil,

is

to

be Mr. George's theory

it

makes ownership of land

If

a pretext

for robbery.

Now

to

it

takes five or

fifty

—

patentee, or the manufacturer.

demands

produce legs or maintain

it becomes fixed in his host.
nourishment upon the maintaining of

not need legs after

to devote

needless organs

to

clearly a misappropriation of energy.

is

is

him

to place

at

a disadvantage in the struggle

Nature, in the long run, will permit no such une-

The

conomical methods.

legged parasite must go and the legless

must take its place.
But both the development of a soft integument and the retrogression of the legs are strictly in accordance with the principle of
natural selection.
G. A. Osinga.
Otsego, Mich.
[It is

traits

;

grasp the exact application of Mr. Osinga's

difficult to

illustration

first

with regard

but a word

may be

to

the

inheritability of acquired

said with reference to the question of

and natural selection, last introduced. Prof. Weismann nowhere lays it down, that the " development of a soft integument and the retrogression of the legs " are not " strictly in accordance with the principle of natural selection. " If natural selection is the means whereby a certain animal retrogrades to a lower
retrogression

me

seems an intolerable injustice that the individual
thousand dollars a year from the community,
should be exempt from bearing a fair proportion of the burdens of
the state on account of arbitrary conditions imposed by the state.
It is an intolerable injustice to discriminate between incomes from
land and those from other sources, to bind heavy burdens on the
tillers of the soil, who are glad enough to make both ends meet at
the end of the year, and exempt the trader, the speculator, the

who

For an animal

be saddled with the whole burden of

taxation as a sort of penalty for his offenses against society.
this

The Isopod does

for existence.

are doing them.

than his land.

those already produced

that he

who

Justice whether practicable or not

takes from the public should return in pro-

plane in the kingdom of
involved

is

life,

the activity of the selective action

limited to parts and organs necessary to the animal's ex-

istence in that plane

;

but, negatively considered, this

is

obviously

a "remission of the selective action" with regard to organs not necessary,

the

and viewing it from
more comprehensive,

the positive, higher standpoint,
it

is

which

is

eminently correct to say, as Prof.

THE OPEN
W'eismann

nomenon
Prof.

we are to
" reverse of the principle of natural selection."

find our explanation of the phe-

says, that

in the

Weisraann views the phenomenon, as

;

may

ultimately arrives.

'

it

selection as to a state formerly occupied

;

the other,

in

it is

a con-

tinuation of natural selection as to a state not yet attained

:

—

The Giordano Bruno

sents.

at the

—/MpK.

time of writing. Prof.

in

" University

the

New

York

City.

—

"

///cp/v.

pamphlet form.

Weismann

impliedly pre-

num-

in a recent

now published

in separate

(Office of Freethinkers' Magazine, Buffalo, N. Y.

Price, 15 cents.)

We
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Social Science held by Mr. Clinton Roosevelt, a
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tleman, whose activity in matters of public interest

gen-

extends

through fully half a century. The tenets of Mr. Roosevelt are
expressed, without prolixity, in some forty-six propositions.
Beginning with the nature of Science, the

Laws

of Universal Action,

and the derivation of Good and Evil, we are led consecutively to
Ethics and Government. Though assenting to much that Mr. Roosevelt sets forth, both in method of argument and in conclusion, we
believe that the form in which both are sometimes couched is not
the best adapted to an accurate and clear development of the
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Mr. Boppe writes with fer\'or and, withal, with great control of
" It is /«n«, " he says,
the fundamental principles of his subject.
with telling force. " and not property that must become the central notion in political structures. * * * The problem before us is
not to abolish the State, but to perfect and idealize it," and v/ith
Littre Mr. Boppe justly recognizes that social reform through direct
methods is impossible it must begin in the intellectual and moral
domain of human activity.
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and psychological phenomena of analogies from
the world of physics, chemistry, and even theology
though true
in every phase in which there may be a point of contact, yet we
are led by the hypothesis of their identity to apply them in their
completeness, to employ them in aspects wherein, in reality, they
diverge the danger here is not in misunderstanding their form of
presentment, but in the further philosophical development of the
same. " The science of Government," reads Prop. 25, " is the science of motive powers, to produce happiness as the chief good of
.existence. * * * The rights of man (conseq. his Ethics) depend on
his benevolence or 'ivill to do right, and on his intelligence."
(Herein we have the utilitarian idea of Government, as formulated
by Austin, and the Kantian principle of Ethics.
"Administrators of government should so order and conduct society for the
supply of every reasonable want, as that it shall be to the direct
self-interest of each to act consistently for the great good of all
as in an army in action, every blow the soldier strikes is for the
victory of all the army of which he is a part."
(Herein we have
the principle of intelligent and consistent cooperation.) The wants
Mr. Roosevelt classifies as those for the means of subsistence,
those for the means of defence, and those for the means of refinement to perfection. With regard to the administration of the Gov-
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and who shall have read the Principia of Soand accepted just conclusions. But no man should
be held up as a candidate for any office of trust, honor, or emolument, whose head is less than eighteen inches in circumference.
or which terminates in a point above his ears, such being uniformly idiotic. Nor should any man be nominated for the office of
a Judge, whose facial angle is less than that of an ourang-outang,
such being advocates of precedents in law in preference to honest
principles." It is proposed by Mr. Roosevelt to found a University
of Social Science on the principles posited, and ultimately, by education and the diffusion of knowledge through the medium of this
great Political University, to establish government upon a scienproper age
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but we
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THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Company, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine devoted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
'ill furnish an Outlook
colu
room, and

and
upon affairs of life, facts in s
which illustrate and test the theories of the scnools
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
mental
energy,
and
inspiration
of
source
natural
a
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and industrial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,
etc.
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Another feature will be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
have entered into arrangements with all the
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
,
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new and prospective publications, and
will be made by competent critics.

the Reviews

another feature, and a very important one
as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
will be the formation of a circle of writers out of
its subscribers, from which it hopes to draw its
corps of contributors. This plan is original as applied to a magazine, and is based on the idea of
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. If met with
that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
will be the means of introducing many new writers
Still

to the public, and of aiding many who now lack
the training in the expression of thought necessary
the field of literature into which their tastes would
lead them. 81.50 per year. Sample copies 20 cts.
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